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From the Editor
Welcome to the opening issue of the 
2015 harrier season. A bumper issue!

In this edition, we celebrate a successful 
summer season at track and field for many 
of our athletes and crown some summer 
champions. Stephen Day talks about 
getting lapped in the NZ 5000m Champs. 
Stephen Day being lapped is not a phrase 
you’re used to seeing. I know some people feel anxious about running 
track in summer because of the possibility of being lapped. Although 
the regular Newtown track meets are seeded to put like-paced people 
together in the same heats, there are always going to be days where a 
faster athlete laps you. My attitude is I’m happy to get lapped, providing 
the person lapping me is someone who should be lapping me. I 
sometimes joke I should yell, “what took you so long?” to the lapper 
as they come by! I’m pleased to see that someone as fast as Stephen 
shares my attitude.

It is a real privilege to have the great Roger Robinson among our 
contributors this issue. Roger’s column in Running Times is the one I 
always enjoy the most. The Wellington to Masterton Relay predates my 
involvement in the sport and a relay race over the Rimutakas would 
make a fantastic NZ Road Relay Champs for us to host. Despite the relay 
itself no longer being considered a viable course. PWC did put on a run-
bike relay from Wellington to Martinborough in February, albeit mostly 
off-road; perhaps it’s not a pipe dream to fantasise about a return of the 
iconic Wellington to Masterton road relay?

Nick Whalley writes about the relationship between, weight, diet and 
running performance. Many of our brethren look at running as a way 
to “I can eat what I want.” There’s nothing wrong with that, but if you’re 
wanting a way to change the pattern of your food-running relationship, 
this article can help.

Wellington’s major marathon is on in a few months, a race that has had 
issues with course length a couple of times in recent years. Peter Maunder 
helps us understand what is involved with the official measurement of 
course distances; there’s more to it than you might think.

Will the return of Rohan Biggs to racing duties herald the return of 
the race burglar extraordinaire? Rohan shares the secrets of how he 
earned that title. Jonathon Harper takes us through the methodology 
of coaching the J Team.

Reports from around the tracks include races as varied as track, 
mountain racing and, from our furthest flung member, the English 
cross country scene. Read on and find what it takes for Alasdair 
Saunders to angrily throw away perfectly good running gloves.

The telegram from the Queen may have been lost in the royal post, 
but we are now 100 years old. To celebrate, we crown our latest life 
member and take a quick look at a selection of current holders you can 
still see around the club.

Happy hundredth everybody!

Michael The Ed. On the Run

feedback to me at: michaelwray@xtra.co.nz
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A warm welcome to all new 
and returning members to 
Scottish’s Centenary season.

On the 10th of March the club 
held its 2015 Annual General 
Meeting, exactly one hundred 
years ago to the day, and at 
the same location that our 
founding fathers met to form 
the  Scottish Harriers Club 
(125 Cuba Street). 

I am not sure at this time whether these first 
members would have envisioned what Scottish 
might look like in 2015. But I am confident that they 
would be proud of the history that the club has 
created over the past 100 years, and of our standing 
as one of the leading athletic clubs in New Zealand.

It is a timely reminder that we are all caretakers of 
their legacy, as well as being responsible for creating 
one of our own for future members to reflect on 
and enjoy. I certainly hope that in 2115 WSAC is 
celebrating its Bi-Centennial as a strong and vibrant 
club.

2015 promises to be a great season, I am sure we will 
all enjoying celebrating our history, our victories and 
the great camaraderie that Scottish is renowned for. 
A big thank you to all those who have volunteered 
to take on one of the many roles, or duties that 
need to be performed to ensure that the club runs 
smoothly. We do still need a few more people to 
come forward, so if can you can help please out in 
anyway please talk to myself or our Volunteers Co-
Coordinator, Don Stevens.

Glen Wallis
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From the President
Glen Wallis

If you want to get from A to B, and you want to go via Q, X and Z, the consultants at The 
Terrace Travel are your airfare experts.  We are specialists in long-haul international travel, and 
skilled in the tricky multi-stop itineraries.

With over 70 years experience among our senior staff, The Terrace Travel has the expertise to 
get you where you want to go, while making the most of your travel budget.

So for first-class service, whatever class you’re travelling, contact:

take the scenic 
route from 
'a' to 'b'

Paul Brydges

The Terrace Travel Limited
Ground Floor, 88 The Terrace,  Wellington

Tel  : 04 4998125
Email : terrace@phoenixtravel.co.nz



Bruce was one of those people who, just by being 
himself, made those around him feel good. That 
might sound strange to those who never met him 
but Bruce was positive about things and life in 
general. He was outgoing without being in your face 
and supportive of others but without running their 
lives for them.

He joined Scottish Harriers, as it was then known in 
1942, while still at Wellington College.  He was only 
allowed to avoid playing rugby once he became 
short-sighted and only then so long as he did some 
other sport; Scottish was his choice. In those days 
the club and the sport was small. Obviously rugby 
was king but it was during the Second World War 
and many men were overseas in the armed forces. 
At a combined run with the now defunct Methodist 
Harriers in 1942 there were only 11 runners in total.  
But there were a lot of small harrier clubs in those 
days and when Scottish won the Shaw Baton relay 
for the first time in 1944 Bruce was part of the team.

Bruce always had a scientific bent and wanted to 
attend university but family pressures meant he took 
an electrical apprenticeship instead and that was 
his career and business for the rest of his working 
life. Scottish benefited from his knowledge and skills 
on many occasions in both our original and present 
clubhouse. 

Elisabeth and Bruce married, having four boys John, 
Alan, Graham and David. All ran for Scottish.  There 
are many photographs of Bruce and one or other 
of his boys running in relays and road races.  He was 
most at home on the road and ran many marathons. 
He always seemed to turn out in club and inter-club 
cross country races, as the ideal club man.  In later 
years he was selective over what and where he ran 
but he made a point of finishing the sometimes 
gruelling Olympic Gold Cup 20 mile cross-country 
race at the end of the winter.  He ran with me and 
encouraged me to slog on through the knee deep 
mud along the base of the hills in Trentham in the 
only time I managed to finish the race. His happy 
chatting certainly kept your mind off the hard work.

Bruce was not one for committees and only joined 
the club committee in 1972, aged 46, when his 
family were grown. Within a year he was elected 
as Club Captain and in those days that was the 

equivalent of 
what we now 
call the General 
Manager.  The 
1970s were a period of 
massive growth for athletics with 
the start of fun runs attracting thousands 
of joggers, and track athletics benefiting from 
all-weather tracks. In his two years in the position 
Scottish grew quickly and along with the large 
Squash club in our new clubhouse, we were 
certainly a big operation.

He was made a Life 
Member in 1980 for 
his great contribution 
to running the club for 
almost 40 years. In 1982 
he was presented with 
a silver tray to recognise 
his 40 years of service 
(not just membership!). 
He was elected to be 
President from 1982 
to 84 and he was still 
running at this time. 
When invited to take on 
the highest club role of 

Patron he insisted that it be a joint appointment with 
Elisabeth and they filled the roles for seven years 
from 1996 to 2003.

Bruce had a large family with many grand and some 
great grandchildren. At his memorial service his 
family spoke, sometimes emotionally, about their 
wonderful large family and in particular about the 
years they all shared at their families’ shared bachs at 
Waikawa beach near Otaki.  Their memories of being 
together for summers was important to all of them.  
My family and I were able to share some of those 
good times as our Bach was just a few hundred 
metres away from them. My memories of joining 
Bruce and Barry Brown, another Scottish stalwart. at 
Waikawa to run over the sand hills, the beach and 
paddocks are among the happiest times of my life. 

Thanks Bruce from all of your friends, for being such 
a wonderful friend and a role model for the perfect 
club member.

David Lonsdale

Obituary: Bruce Jenkins 
31 May 1926 - 21 February 2015
A Scottish member for 73 years.
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The Wellington to Masterton Relay was 
created as a symbol of New Zealand’s 
recovery from World War 2, and as a tribute 
to those runners who had died in the war.  
Scottish runners were part of the event’s 
foundation. The club’s much-depleted 
membership had done their wartime running 
in conjunction with the Airforce Harriers 
club. The celebrated Fred Silver, still fully 
active in his late thirties, was prominent 
among those who kept running. With the 
incentive of supporting the war effort, the 
combined group did some successful fund-
raising, through nation-wide raffles and 
other activities. When the war ended, such 
war-related funds were supposed to be taken 

over by the 
government, 
so the quick-
thinking 
harriers used 
the money 
to buy a new 
trophy, thus 
helping 
to revive 
the sport 
as well as 
honour 
those who 
had served. 

The Airforce Memorial Trophy is a fine piece of 
work, and an appropriate commemoration. A 
large model propeller is impressively mounted 
on a base of inlaid and polished New Zealand 
woods, with a space inside that holds a scroll 
recording the names of all harriers known to 
have lost their lives in the conflict.

Such a magnificent and significant trophy 
needed an event to match. In 1946, the decision 
was reached to introduce a challenging inter-
club relay over the Rimutaka Ranges, with teams 
of ten as a real test of strength in depth, and 
to make it open to all clubs throughout New 
Zealand. This was an ambitious and forward-
looking idea. The only precedents were the 
London to Brighton Relay in England, founded in 
1924, and the Takahe to Akaroa Relay, founded in 
1935. Usually confined to Canterbury clubs, the 
Takahe-Akaroa  had been open to outside clubs 
in the Province’s centennial year, 1940, but was 
not made “open” again until 1950, and then only 
every fifth year (later every fourth year, although 
a recent departure from that norm means 2015 
will be the third consecutive year). 

Pause to understand the context. Road running 
in 1946 was a very minor sport, a summer 
gap-filler for cross-country runners not inclined 
(or too old) to run track. Road races were few, 
small, off-season, and insignificant. “Harriers” 
meant cross-country, the only form of long-
distance racing that had championships. Even 
the national cross-country championship was 

Roger Robinson

THE GREAT RACE: 
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contested by small (4-man) teams representing 
Centres. The road champs had not begun, there 
was no inter-club racing outside each separate 
province, and travel in 1946 was difficult to put 
it mildly. 

Marathons too in those days were tiny and 
eccentric. A national marathon championship 
was finally introduced in 1939 – and immediately 
suspended by the war (see “The Story of the 
Marathon in New Zealand” by Roger Robinson, 
On the Run Issue 14, May 2013). 

So it’s not an exaggeration to say that the huge 
modern sport of road running (Round the Bays, 
Rotorua, Auckland, Queenstown, etc) was to a 
great extent introduced to New Zealand by the 
“Akaroa” and the “Wellington-Masterton.”  

Despite post-war travel problems, the response 
was instant. The first Wellington to Masterton 
Relay for the Airforce Memorial Trophy, on June 
4, 1946, was won by Auckland’s Lyndale club. 
They must have sweated blood to get there. 
Don’t even think air travel. Or cars. No one had 
any money.   Lyndale affirmed their superiority 
with a win by a margin of nearly seven minutes, 
over Victoria University, with Scottish third. 
Wanganui, fourth, added to the national 
character of that first race, which had twelve 
teams (Scottish B in twelfth place).

“The traffic problem at that time was not too 
many cars but too few,” recalled Don Spencer. 
Car ownership was minimal. Petrol was scarce 
and strictly rationed. Special applications had to 
be made to get licenses for officials and team 
managers. Runners, club officials, and a few 

dedicated spectators (mostly WAGs) were carried 
over the Rimutakas by Railways (government-
owned) buses. 

“A leap-frog schedule was used to get the 
runners to the change-over points, but there 
were many anxious moments caused by the 
ever-widening gap between the teams. This 
problem lasted for the first three races,” said 
Spencer.    

But the event grew and received community 
support. Army Signals Units used it as a training 
exercise and sent progress reports to change-
over points and to the Broadcasting Service. The 
Mayor of Wellington used to show up at the start 
and present a baton containing a message for the 
Mayor of Masterton. (It was quietly passed through 
a car window a few hundred yards down the road, 
and handed to the leading runner just before the 
finish.) One year the Airforce Trophy was left on 
the footpath at the start in Post Office Square, 
and the proprietor of an Upper Hutt hotel kindly 
collaborated with New Zealand Railways Road 
Services to scramble it to the finish in time. Another 
year the entire stock of medals was left behind. 

Runners do tend to be forgetful. The survival rate 
of their trophies is not high. A second was added 
to the relay in 1948, for most improved team, an 
ornate cup that had been won in Egypt during 
the war by a team representing the 2nd NZ 
Expeditionary Force, including three runners from 
Wellington, who donated it as the Heliopolis Cup. It 
disappeared a few years later, and is probably still in 
a garden shed somewhere.   

Looked like a cold, wet start to the 1951 relay

The Mayor greets a 1951 runner

THE GREAT RACE: 
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It’s hard now to imagine the course in those 
early days. Runners were instructed to cross 
from right of the road to the left at Ngauranga 
Gorge, long before today’s swooping motorway 
interchange. Taita was farmland. The Rimutaka 
Hill was a precipitous zigzag. River crossings in 
the Wairarapa were basic wooden structures, and 
liable to flooding. One year runners had to wade 
thigh-deep through the swollen Waiohine north 
of Greytown, and some vehicles were stranded. 
The race blithely passed through shopping 
centres, and several change-overs were outside 
Post Offices or hotels. 

Yet some of the world’s greatest runners of 
the twentieth century ran their hearts out on 
those narrow, ill-surfaced roads. The relay soon 
moved to August, and an annual feature was 
the sight of the year’s first new-born lambs. And 
the frolicking lambs perhaps also looked over 
the hedge, and saw their first humans, running 
at full stride: Murray Halberg, Barry Magee, Jeff 
Julian, Bill Baillie, John Davies, Mike Ryan, Bryan 
Rose, Eddie Grey, Dave McKenzie, Paul Ballinger, 
Mary O’Connor, Anne Hare, Bernie Portenski: four 
Olympic medallists, three Commonwealth, three 
winners of Fukuoka, two of Boston, two world 
cross-country medallists, etc, just among those 
few, if only the lambs had known it. Probably the 
greatest of them all on the road to Masterton was 
Mike Ryan (Tokoroa), who brought his fervent 
Scottish loyalty to clan or club when he migrated 
to New Zealand, and set records for the two 
longest and most competitive laps that were 
never broken.

But relays are not about individuals. They are the 
most perfect form of team contest in any sport, 
because every link in the chain is crucial, because 
the Number 10 runner can be the day’s hero and 
change the whole inter-club result, and because 
“Every second counts, mate, every bloody 
second!” as the other team members used to 
bellow from the moving car windows, thumping 
the metal roof for emphasis.        

Lyndale won five times in the first eleven years, 
but had to battle with strong teams from Hutt 
Valley and Moa (Feilding), who each won twice. 
Scottish became the fourth name on the Airforce 
Trophy in 1952, the first of eight wins over four 
decades. Victoria University had vintage eras in 
the early 1950s and 1980s. The 1960s belonged 
again to the Auckland clubs, with Onehunga and 
Owairaka taking four wins each, and Auckland 
University one. A new era began in 1969, with the 
first win by Wellington Harriers, who went on to 
amass nineteen victories in all. New Brighton in 
1980 were the only South Island team to take the 
trophy. 

It took talent, depth, organisation and great 
leadership to win the Wellington-Masterton. 
Wellington Harriers had two outstanding club 
captains, Ken Parker in the 1970s and the late 
Graham Tattersall in the 1980s-90s. It also took 
a lot of work, not only in training. New Zealand 
international Dave Sirl remembered how 
important the race was to his club, Owairaka.

“To raise funds, we all chipped in, mostly painting 
house roofs. Arch Jelley did all the planning, and 
newsletters would go out every month. Arch was 

Another rainy start, Willis Street 1965 Scottish lap change to Bruce Jenkins in 1969.
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very specific with each team member. A week 
beforehand we each received a personal letter 
congratulating us on representing the famous 
Owairaka (Lydiard’s club) with details about how 
to tackle your lap. It gave the lap record, club 
record, your expected time, and a list of your 
opponents.”

One year when the airport was closed, half the 
Owairaka team had to catch the overnight train 
from Auckland, jump into a car at Wellington, and 
chase the race, changing into running gear on the 
way. They still won. 

“Prizes were not the best. One year we won 
sponge paint brushes with the cut-price tag 
still on. But the famous medal was a coveted 
memento,” said Sirl. There was never money in it. 
But few things in life can match the satisfaction of 
being part of a winning relay team. The incentive 
was to earn recognition as New Zealand’s best 
club. 

That became official in 1980, when the 
Wellington-Masterton was designated the year’s 
New Zealand Road Relay Championship. That 
was my idea, with official help from Ken Parker 
and Alan Stevens, and began in 1977. Rotating 
around the country, it created the first team 
championship for clubs, not centres, and instantly 
became one of the premier events in the running 
calendar. It also accelerated the inclusion of 
women’s races in all relays. Scottish, bless their 
yellow tartan socks, have been, and continue to 
be a major reason for the National Road Relay’s 
successful survival. 

The Wellington-Masterton itself did not survive. 
It was killed (like so much else) by traffic, and by 
the decline of interest in inter-club running. The 
fiftieth jubilee race in 1996, which should have 
been a celebration, was instead the race’s demise. 
That was a special sadness for its director, Ray 
Wallis of Masterton [better known to us as the 
father to club president, Glenn Wallis – Ed]. Ray 
began his long career of volunteer service as a 
15-year-old making sandwiches for the hungry 
post-Relay mobs. Later he was promoted to 
setting up the finish, serving at the post-race 
dance, booking halls and bands, arranging road 
closures, organising the sweepstake (the ticket 
with the time closest to the winning team won), 
and many other tasks. 

“When I was old enough to run, I had the 
advantage of being a middling runner, so got to 
run all the laps at least once. My favourite is Te 
Marua to Kaitoke, always a good challenge,” Wallis 
said.    

Always an innovator, as race director Wallis 
pioneered a new format, with each lap as a 
separate race, and the times accumulated, so 
that every runner got to see every lap, and no 
team was straggling along through Greytown 
when the winners were into their second beer. 
But it didn’t halt the decline. Nor did the addition 
of a women’s relay, starting in Featherston. Only 
Scottish and Trentham United contested that last 
in the 50-year history of the great race. 

So we are left with memories. The dramatically The first lap 1984. Mark Handley in the foreground, 
our own Dave Hatfield chasing. 

A 1964 relay team, including race director Ray Wallis 
(in car).
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close races and the runaway victories, the great 
runners in full flight and the slow ones at half-
shuffle, the hilarious missed change-overs, the 
agonising pulled muscles, the forgotten shorts, 
the post-run (and sometimes pre-run) beers 
at roadside hotels, the ten-second pit-stops 
in some farm gateway, the years the Aussies 
came (Kew-Camberwell), the storms, the gales, 
the floods, the year teams got snowed in at 
Masterton and unwed couples tried to share 
hotel rooms to the horror of team managers, the 
year a top runner was disqualified for cutting 
corners and claimed the wind had blown him 
across the road, the day the race referee was 
seen to almost smile, the shouting-matches over 
team selection, the arguments over substitutions 
and accusations of pacing by cyclists, the 
close encounters with cars, bikes, shoppers, 
pedestrians, pushchairs, dogs – and yes, the year 
in the 1970s when Varsity entered a woman 
in their D team, whose entry was rejected, 
so the club officially registered and entered 
her dog, and she then ran alongside, so the 

ground-breaking pioneer woman in Wellington 
road running history was a hairy roguish male 
sheepdog called McGregor.    

The stories live on, though the race is gone. For 
fifty years the Wellington to Masterton Relay was 
the highlight of inter-club racing in the North 
Island. Its best was of Olympic quality. It was 
a riot of energy, team spirit, mobility, on-the-
run logistics, contest and comedy. It was also 
every year the way the running community 
remembered those runners who were prevented 
by a World War from ever running again. 

Some of this article is revised from my “The Great 
Race of Spring,” published in 1996 in the  booklet  
that commemorated the 50th Jubilee Wellington to 
Masterton. Important information came from John 
Eccles, Len Francis, Bryan Rose and  Alan Thorley, in 
addition to those quoted and named in this revised 
version. For Roger Robinson’s many acclaimed 
books on running and on literature, contact 
rogerrobinson61@hotmail.com  (No one ever does, 
but writers live in hope.)           

The Scottish 1976 team, featuring a youthful Alan Stevns and Johnny Hines. 
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An average guy’s guide to running 
faster through better nutrition
I’m never going to be a top runner.  While I’m 
extremely determined and have a high pain 
tolerance, I don’t have the body type, and my 
metabolism sucks.  What’s more, I generally work long 
hours and I like eating comfort food, a lot.  To make 
matters worse, I have poor self-control when it comes 
to eating and am lazy when it comes to cooking.  

I run to be social, to stay fit and manage stress.  
Well, at least, that’s what I keep telling people.  
Truth be told, secretly, somewhere deep inside 
of me (no doubt behind the belly fat), there has 
always been a hunger (no pun intended) to kick 
running butt, to feel stronger for longer, run faster 
and smash PBs.  

Unfortunately, other than minor victories here 
and there over the years, achieving these goals 
has always proved to be elusive in the past. This 
is notwithstanding that I have for at least the last 
five years run or had gym sessions on six out of 

seven days of the week and I generally consider I’ve 
pushed myself quite hard in that regard.

The one particular frustrating point was, 
regardless of the volume and intensity of my 
exercise efforts, my weight would not change.  
One particular bug-bear is people coming up 
to me after a race and telling me “you run pretty 
fast for a big guy”.  Talk about a backhanded 
compliment.  When this happens I’d make sure I 
smash them during the next race.

It probably comes as no surprise to anyone that:

(1) Eating better equals weight loss; and 

(2) Losing weight equals running faster.  

However, while I have previously tried eating 
better it never really stuck.  All of this changed 
at the start of this year.  I’m now regularly eating 
better (‘smashing veg’ I call it) and generally 
(subject to erroneous late Friday night dalliances) 
balk at the idea of eating ‘Dirty Maccas’.

Nick Whalley

2011 (all pies, no PBs)

Recently running the first leg of the Tarawera Ultra 
Relay
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What’s more, in two short months I’ve lost 6kgs and 
smashed my 5km, 10km and Half Marathon PBs 
(19.20, 41.17, and 1:28:38 respectively) and it is only 
February… life is good. 

The key to me sticking with eating better given my 
disposition (love of comfort food, poor self-control, 
laziness when it comes to cooking for myself ) is 
fourfold:

1. Choosing meals that are tasty and 
extremely quick to prepare.  I don’t like 
things that taste bland, boring, or take ages 
to prepare – I’m thinking 15 minutes max.  I’m 
not going to spend time slaving away in the 
kitchen. “Aint nobody got time for that” and 
life is too short for such trivialities.  Also, as I’m 
a bit of a ‘hungas’, I’ve found that you can get 
away with eating a vast quantity of different 
fresh and tasty vegetables (or ‘uber-veg’ as 
referred to below) without any real negative 
consequence.

2. Buying healthy foods (lots of fresh fruit 
and vegetables, and lean cuts of meat) and 
nothing else.  If I don’t buy bad food I can’t 
eat it.  Also, I find that even in ‘peak binge 
windows’ (for me, at night and during the 
weekend), I’m sufficiently lazy that I won’t step 
out and buy bad food.   Don’t get me wrong, 
I still have very little self-control - if I buy a 
225gram pack of Peanut M&Ms (a personal 
favourite) I will eat them all in one sitting. I eat 
bulk snacks like I run down hills, too fast and 
with little regard to my health.

3. Responsibly savour the gains.  While 
I think it is important to always celebrate 
milestones and other successes when 
you start seeing results, I find one needs a 
measured approach, and you need to be 
careful not to get too carried away.  Eating a 
whole Pizza Hut stuffed crust supreme pizza 
(another personal favourite) after running a 
marathon is OK in my book, but you probably 
want to get back on the healthy eating 
wagon the next day.

4. Ask the right questions.  I’ve found that 
asking myself if I’m actually hungry, or am 
I thirsty, or just bored helps.  If I’m not sure, 

I’ll try throwing some water down and see 
if I’m still hungry or do something to shift 
my mood.   Another great one is ‘Do I need 
that chocolate/muffin/fizzy drink, or will 
something else do?’

Applying the above, my regular ‘go-to’ meals include:

• For breakfast: I’m a big fan of fresh fruit and 
yog’, an egg and ham, or a smoothie (frozen 
berries, a banana, some honey and oats is my 
go-to).

• For lunch: I’m a big fan of the $6.00 noodle 
salad from ‘BFG’ at the Chow Brothers’ Food 
Market on Upper Willis Street. So cheap, 
arguably healthy, and delicious!  For the more 
motivated and cost-conscious punter, I’d 
recommend my ‘Broc-slaw Surprise’ (broc-slaw 
from the supermarket mixed with flavoured 
tuna or chicken on a small bed of instant rice).

• For dinner (the meal I’d previously been the 
worst at in terms of unhealthy choices):

• Moroccan seasoned chicken with steam-
cooked uber-veg, 

• Roast chicken mixed with Greek yog’ and 
curry powder on a bed of baby spinach 
and other uber-veg.

• Homemade pizza with minimal cheese 
and meat and maximum uber-veg,

• Stir-fry (chicken or pork, again with uber-
veg), and

• Anything from the ‘Thug Kitchen’ website 
(check it out at www.thugkitchen.com).

A brief disclaimer:  I’m no nutritionist and definitely 
wouldn’t describe myself to be any running expert. 
That said, the above has definitely worked for me and, 
if you are having similar issues, it may work for you too.
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History

Prior to the mid 1980s road race measurements 
were not always reliable and runners had a fair 
idea from timing their run if the course was long 
or short. Although the approved method of 
course measurement was by way of a calibrated 
measuring wheel, the route measured was not 
always the shortest possible route the runners 
could take. And then there were instances where 
the measurers just got it wrong. Even the 1981 
New York Marathon in which Allison Roe set a 
world’s best performance was found to be 150 
metres short when checked using the current 
IAAF -AIMS approved method of measuring.

With the burgeoning of marathon running in 
the late 1960s and 1970s, AIMS (Association of 
International Marathons and distance races) was 
formed in the United States. AIMS is a member-
based organisation of more than 380 of the 
world’s leading distance races from over 100 
countries. The objectives of AIMS are:

(a) to foster and promote distance running 
throughout the world;

(b) to work with the IAAF on all matters 
related to international road races;

(c) to exchange information, knowledge and 
expertise among members of the association. 

To be eligible to become a member and have a 
course recognised by AIMS the courses must be 

measured by an accredited IAAF-AIMS course 
measurer. You can read more about AIMS on 
aimsworldrunning.org. 

The only accepted method of course 
measurement after 1984 is the calibrated bicycle 
method. This involves attaching a counter to 
the hub of the front wheel and recording the 
number of counts over the length of the course.  
One “count” equates to approximately 10 cm 
but this does not automatically mean that a 
marathon or any road race can be measured 
to + or - 10cm. The challenge is to measure 
the shortest possible route allowed by the race 
rules. If ten measurements are taken between 
two points it is unlikely that any two would 
be exactly the same. The measurement that 
provides the shortest distance is generally 
accepted as being the most reliable. To ensure 
that the distance is not less than the advertised 
distance, a short course correction factor of 1 
metre per kilometre is added to the measured 
distance. So for a marathon, 42.2 metres would 
be added to the measured distance. 

Methodology

The counts read off the counter mean nothing 
unless they can be converted to metres and this 
can be achieved in the following manner. 

• Once a course has been mapped out based 
on an approximate distance measured by a 
car or bicycle’s odometer, GPS or from the 

Peter Maunder
B Grade AIMS Course Measurer

The Basics of 
Road Course 

Measuring
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Map my Run web site, a straight stretch of 
road 300m-500m long is found as close to the 
start or finish as possible, and a calibration 
course is accurately measured with a steel 
tape. 

• The length of the calibration course 
is generally not less than 300m. This 
is measured twice and corrections for 
temperature applied. 

• With the counter attached to the left side 
of the front wheel hub and the tyre fully 
inflated, the calibration course is ridden four 
times and the counter readings at the start 
and end of each ride noted. The difference in 
the readings provides the number of counts 
over the calibration course.

• The mean of these four sets of readings is 
then calculated. This figure is multiplied by 
1000, divided by the length of the calibration 
course in metres and multiplied by 0.001(the 
short course prevention factor). 

• The result is the number of counts per K or 
the working constant for the day. If two or 
three measurers are available they would 
each calculate their own working constant.

• The course is then measured with the 
bicycles by taking the difference between the 
finish and start counter readings. 

• If the course is able to be measured from 
the start then 1K markers can be established 
using the working constant. Because the 
counters are not easy to read while riding the 
bike I use an odometer and take a counter 
reading at a feature such as a power pole 
near to the K mark. An adjustment to that 
can be made later and the K marker either 
permanently marked or the distance from the 
feature recorded. 

• Once the course is measured, the bicycle is 
calibrated again. The second calibration is 
necessary as the air temperature normally 
changes during the course measurement, 
which affects the diameter of the wheel and 
consequently the number of counts per 
kilometre. 

• Using the average of the four post 
measurement calibration readings, a new 
constant is calculated for the number of 
counts per kilometre. This constant is called 
the finish constant. 

• The mean of the working constant and finish 
constant is calculated and this is termed 
the constant for the day and is used for the 
calculation of the course measurement 
by dividing it into the number of counts 
recorded between the preliminary start and 
finish.

• If several measurements have been taken the 
one that results in the shortest distance is 
accepted and an adjustment applied to make 
the course the correct distance.

• The next stage is as equally important as the 
measurement and that is the course map and 
description, with diagrams showing where 
the course goes if not controlled by physical 
features. This enables the course to be set out 
correctly for future events without the need 
to re-measure. 

Since 2004 race records for road races that have 
been measured by an IAAF-AIMS accredited 
course measurer have been accepted. Prior to 
2004 times are noted as best performances over 
these distances. The IAAF specifies that such 
courses should not be point-to-point unless the 
fall from start to finish is not more than 1 metre 
per kilometre. This is why the Boston Marathon is 
not an acceptable course for records.

Athletics New Zealand requirements for record 
applications not only require the course to be 
measured in accordance with the  calibrated 
bicycle method but also that a course measurer 
certify that the course measured was the same 
as the course run. This can only be achieved if 
there is a comprehensive set of documentation 
available. 

This article covers the general principles of course 
measurement only.  More detailed information can 
be found on the IAAF web site.
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The Joy of Losing

I arrived at work this morning and a 
colleague said ‘commiserations’.

‘Eh?’ I replied, worried someone I knew had died 
or fallen ill without me noticing.

It turns out he had heard about my 5000m 
race over the weekend where I got monstered 
by pretty much everyone else who entered - 
including Olympian Jake Robertson.

The thing was, I wasn’t the least bit downhearted. 
By Monday morning I was still pretty upbeat 
and excited that I got lapped by Jake. That’s not 
something I, or any other average runner, get the 
chance to experience very often.

Normally when we athletes talk about the positive side 
of losing we frame it as a nasty medicine we take to 
make us better runners - as both Nietzsche and Kelly 
Clarkson note ‘what doesn’t kill you makes you stronger’.

That is undoubtedly true, but sometimes the act 
of competing and losing can be joyful in and of 
itself, without being part of a greater narrative of 
overcoming adversity.

This joy we can experience from losing is similar to 
the pleasure audiences get from a sad film. Art and 
film theorists refer to this as the ‘tragedy paradox’. We 
like to feel happy and yet paradoxically we choose to 
watch films, plays or read books that make us sad. 

To understand this it is important to distinguish 
between two types of happiness: hedonism 
- simply feeling pleasure, and eudaimonia - 
making the most of our potential and living 
according to our values.

For athletes there is a ‘paradox of failure’ rather 
than a ‘paradox of tragedy’. We choose to 
compete, and strive to win, knowing statistically 
that most of us must lose.

“We prefer to experience success 
rather than failure; we enjoy games; 
yet games involve repeatedly 
exposing oneself to failure.” 
– Jesper Juul, The Art of Failure.

Gore Vidal is attributed as saying, rather cynically, 
‘whenever a friend succeeds, a little something 
in me dies.’

For any of us 
who take part 
in ferociously 
contested rivalries 
with club-mates 
there is a ring of 
insincere truth to 
that aphorism. 

But I choose instead to follow the words of 
another wise man, former club-mate Ben Revell, 
whom I remember remarking once that it is 
important to compete and strive even when you 
are not going to win because you are honouring 
the people who do win. 

Oliver Burkeman, author of The Antidote: 
Happiness for People Who Can’t Stand Positive 
Thinking notes the continuing possibility of failure 
is what makes games worth playing. And life 
worth living. 

‘The most interesting thing about the “paradox 
of failure” isn’t its cause, but its ramifications. It’s 
a reminder (to phrase it paradoxically) that we 
don’t really want what we want; that a perfectly 
successful life wouldn’t in fact be perfect.’

I used to tell my kids the person who comes last 
beats all the people standing on the side-line. 
It’s unpleasantly hard to believe this is true when 
you are exposing yourself to failure as all those 
on the side-line joke and guffaw.

Yet, for all the hedonistic pleasure that comes 
from watching others struggle, there is also 
eudaimonic joy from crossing the finish line 
after everyone else, knowing you fulfilled your 
potential and added to the beauty of the race. 

And if that sounds just a little too Aristotelian, 
you can take some comfort in hoping your 
handicap for the next club race might be set a 
little easier.

Further reading in Oliver Burkeman’s column, 
‘This column will change your life: the joy of 
losing’, The Guardian: 
www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2013/
mar/30/this-column-change-life-joy-failure

Stephen being lapped

Stephen Day



Our latest recipient of life 
membership to Scottish is 
Ken Howell. 
Ken Howell was elected a Life Member of 
Wellington Scottish at the 2015 Annual General 
Meeting.  Ken was an active member of the 
Management Committee in 2003/04 and was 
president from 2005 to 2010, overseeing a period 
of strong growth in the club. 

Ken has run many marathons, participated in many 
Scottish masters relay teams, leaving blood on the 
road. Apparently the most impressive example of 
the latter was a spectacular crash near Inglewood 
when he was following his team on a bike.  Finally 
in 2014, his hips called it quits and Ken did too, 
joining other members of his family on a bike.  

Holding life membership means joining an 
exclusive club. It is the supreme award, provided 
to recognise a member for outstanding service.

In our 100 year history, this award has now been 
conferred on 28 members, of which 14 are still 
with us. The forthcoming Centenary Book will 
include life member profiles. The following are 
just a handful of our life members you can still see 
around the club on any given week.

Alan Stevens
With the recent 
passing of Bruce 
Jenkins, our Patron 
Alan Stevens now 
becomes our longest 
serving life member. 
Alan became a life 
member in 1982, 37 
years after his father 
earned that honour 

and 22 year before his son. With the family lineage, 
as mapped out in On the Run issue 17, showing 
how interlinked the Stevens DNA is with Scottish, 
which one of Todd’s children will be the fourth 
generation life member?

Alan’s life membership was granted in recognition 
of his contributions. Having been the patron since 
2002, he has served various roles within the club 
including President from 1975 to 1982.
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David Lonsdale
A stalwart at the track, 
officiating and coordinating 
volunteers, David is 
a talented organiser 
and administrator. His 
outstanding contribution 
was being the founding 
Editor of “On the Run” 
- before the advent of 

computers, when such a task was far more 
manually-intensive than now. A previous secretary, 
he was also club president 1996-2001. David has 
been the main person responsible for maintenance 
of our club rooms. A life member since 2001.

Michelle Allison
Joining with her sister, Bernie 
Portenski, Michelle became 
established as one of our 
top women athletes, Club 
Champion several times over 
a 20 year span, team captain, 
motivator and organizer of 
much of their training. This 
has carried on through the 

veteran ranks. Her dedication as long time “On the 
Run” Editor is what the Club is especially grateful for 
and led to life membership in 2008.

Bob Stephens
Bob served as president 
from 2001 to 2005. Being 
at Victoria University he 
was able to co-ordinate 
training groups leading to 
membership. It is gratifying 
to see that holding the 
unpopular role of club 
handicapper is no barrier!

Don Dalgliesh
A life member since 1986, 
Don Joined from Wellington 
College. For many years, he 
was the treasurer, secretary or 
Editor of “On the Run”. He has 
become a leading coach, not 
only with Scottish but across 
many clubs and schools, 

and continues coaching and organising secondary 
schools events. Don is the current Wellington team 
selector  for road and cross country champs, for 
whom he is also the team manager.

Colin Maclachlan
Anyone who participates in 
track and field at Newtown 
Park will have encountered 
Colin, but he maintains 
such a low profile you may 
not realise the official on 
whom you rely has been a 
Scottish life member since 
1993. A former Isle of Man 

Commonwealth Games Rep, Colin still holds several 
Masters Centre records. He has been the club 
secretary, chairman and was president 1989-93.

Melissa Moon
The most successful female 
athlete in our history, 
with numerous titles to 
her name, including the 
World Mountain Running 
Champs. Melissa gained life 
membership in 2001 and 
remains a valuable member 

of the Women’s Masters A team.

Walter ”Pop” Ballantyne

The first life membership was granted in 1929, to Walter Pop Ballantyne. From 

Galashiels, Scotland and a noted Otago athlete before coming to Wellington, Pop 

took a leading part in the formation of Scottish, becoming a lifelong supporter 

and official. He was our President (1924-25, 1930-36, 1938-42) and presented our 

first trophy - the Ballantyne Memorial Cup to commemorate his son, Bob, our first 

club champion who died of wounds from World War I.  
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There is an attractiveness in the 
brutal honesty of running. Times 
on standard distances don’t lie. 
You can make excuses, but they 
are what they are, a measure of 
your performance and capability. 
Thankfully most people who watch 
and enter running races have little 
idea about what a ‘good’ time is, 
and this provides the opportunity to 
be a time-limited local star or ‘race 
burglar’ by winning (often) small and 
isolated ‘egg and spoon’ races. 
This article provides a few pointers on how to 
increase your chances at race burgling, and to 
feel the warm glow of being a winner, however 
briefly. It is not a guide to moral rectitude. Each 
pointer has at its heart the need to avoid runners 
with any real talent, and spectators who know 
what good really looks like.

For starters, never enter an event that is likely 
to attract good runners. In fact, try and find 
events that are held at the same time as 
more serious events. For example, you’re not 
going to burgle the Wellington Road Champs. 
But what if, on the same day, there was a non-
standard distance race in a rural location, going 
over both paddocks and foot paths, with only an 
intermittent road cone and a fence keeping the 

cows in to guide the way? Now THAT presents 
an opportunity.

The great thing about rural events is that they 
often happen in places so slow on the news 
front that you might find yourself getting 
interviewed by the local paper at the end of it. 
Yes, YOU are the star in town today! Always 
take the opportunity to reference ‘mental 
toughness’ no matter how slow your time and 
avoid highlighting that second place was 13 
years old.

Lying is an important part of race burgling. 
There will always be competition in the ‘less than 
talented’ brigade looking to take the next win 
from you, often in the same group of runners 
you train with. Typically it’s the guy who knows 
he can predictably beat you by a minimum of 

A Brief Guide to 

Race 
Burgling
“Champs race to win, 
chumps race champs”
Rohan Biggs
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30 seconds over any distance. So you need to 
keep them off the scent. Claim the race has 
been cancelled. Tell them it’s a slow course. 
Dangerous. Unattractive. A long drive to get 
to.  Anything at all that reduces the chances of 
finding yourself next to someone on the start 
line who can actually turn the race into a race.  
A race is the last thing a race burglar wants.
Keep an open mind about what distance to run. 
Does it look like someone with talent has turned 
up to race the marathon? Downgrade to the half. 
Or the 10km. Whatever it takes to reduce going 
head to head with talent. If races start at the 
same time you can change your mind after the 
start of the race. You were always going to run 
the half. There is no shame in winning.
One thing a race burglar can’t afford is fussiness 
about the event. The goal is to win. The adoring 
crowds may consist of startled sheep and 
the sole timekeeper at the finish line (which 
was at 42.195km, give or take 2km). You may 
win nothing more than a bag of mushrooms 
or a medium size block of chocolate for 
your troubles. But you’re a champ so stop 
complaining.

Sometimes doing a bit of homework can help 
avoid defeat. See if you can find out whether 
anyone else is going to enter a particular race 
before you commit yourself. Races often have 
start lists published beforehand, which provide 
particularly good burgling intelligence, so long 
as you (the burglar) has an ‘on the day’ entry 
option. Fields for burgled races are generally 
very thin, but you can find yourself on the end 
of a battering if one serious runner turns up. 
Ask Grant McLean about the Wanganui half 
marathon he turned up to burgle only to meet 
(South Islander and Commonwealth games 
marathoner) Phil Costley on the start line. 

If you have the budget, enter expensive 
events. There is an entire sport (triathlon) that 
embodies this strategy. In economic terms, this 
create barriers to entry (cost). Make sure anyone 
with talent but limited cash has no chance of 
being on the start line. Beating middle aged, 
middle class, chubby weekend warriors is still 
winning.

While most of the preceding advice has focused 
on how to avoid people, there’s no doubt that 
being fit helps you burgle races. It’s still hard 
work. Burgling success is optimised by being on 
top of your (no doubt limited) game.

Some readers will probably question the 
motivation for race burgling. Surely, they may 
think, you’re only fooling yourself? This may 
be true in some respects, but I remain a firm 
believer that happiness is borne out of relativity, 
not absolutes. So long as there are 70 year old 
men, 13 year old boys, and those recovering 
from bad injuries running races, I remain 
committed to beating them.

Renovations Alterations

Additions New Housing

Remote building (DOC huts)

 James Coubrough  |  0210411970 
A/H 5700027  |  coubskayak@hotmail.com

Qualified Tradesman
For all your building 

requirements
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Centre Gallery

All smiles after the 100m challenge. 

Except for Arron. He’s not smiling.

Beverly Hodge gives Steeplechase a go

Harry & Robbie Delaney. 

Family honour over 1500m
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Beverly Hodge gives Steeplechase a go

It’s not all running & walking. 

Ariana Blackwood throws things too.

Echelon Topp sprints 200m

Too hot for old men to race?
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Christina Gardner flying through the 

Varsity Relays

Scottish doesn’t officially award summer 
championships like we do for the winter season. 
What we have are a set of achievement standards 
that grant elite, gold, silver and bronze merits for 
any standard track and field event. The standards 
are based on age-grading percentages (see On 
the Run issue 12 if you need an explanation of 
age-grading) and standards have been developed 
for youth, junior, senior and masters with five 
year age bandings for our masters. Achieving a 
90% score earns you an elite mark, 80% is gold, 
70% is silver and 60% bronze. This aligns with the 
age-grade bandings for, respectively, world class, 
national, regional or simply good performances. 

As an aside, the official age-grading tables are 
reviewed and revised every five years, with the latest 
set released in January 2015. I was going to write 
about how there will be new standards required 
for 2015/16, with a note on how W60s can blame 
Bernie Portenski* and her world record exploits. Then 
I noticed only the road standards have changed 
and the track and field gradings are the same. (W60 
marathoners can still complain to Bernie.)

Scottish members have been very active around 
the tracks of New Zealand this season. Tony 

Wolken has been particularly good at getting 
members involved in competition, geeing people 
up to get involved in distances they might 
otherwise pass over. One highlight was the 100m 
charity challenge at the Scottish Night of Miles, 
where a bunch of our distance runners faced off 
over the sprint challenge. Usain Bolt has nothing 
to fear for finish times but a lot of money was 
raised and a lot of fun was had. Tony even wore a 
GoPro on a chest harness. The movement of the 
camera ruined any footage but didn’t stop Tony 
beating Daniel Hunt by the narrowest of margins 
– perhaps the chest-mounted camera gave him 
an advantage for the finish line photo?

To determine our champs, I have devised a 
scoring system covering the season up to the 
conclusion of nationals. For merely participating 
in an event, but failing to reach the bronze 
standard, you gain a point. A bronze achievement 
is three points, silver is six, gold is ten and elite is 
fifteen – in other words, a climbing scale. Taking 
the sum of points scored and grouping into the 
traditional sets, the club’s virtual Summer Champs 
are below. It’s virtual as the only thing our winners 
gain is unheralded glory and bragging rights.

Summer Club Champions

Grade Champion Runner-up Third

Youth Girls Christina Gardner - -

Youth Boys Harry Burnard Wingyeung Szeto Harry & Robbie Delaney (Tied)

Junior Women Ellen Van Looy - -

Junior Men Faiyeung Szeto Cameron Twiss -

Senior Women Tina Harris & Ariana Harper (Tied) X Stevie Paine

Senior Men Hamish Carson Alex Jordan Stephen Day

Masters Women 35 Mandy Simpson Arlene Wong-Tung -

Masters Men 40 Michael Wray Grant McLean Bill Twiss

Masters Women 50+ Terri Grimmett Helen Willis Daphne Jones

Masters Men 50 Bob Gardner Marshall Clark James Turner

Masters Men 60+ Rupert Watson Jonathon Harper Richard Brent

Michael Wray
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Only two athletes achieved elite scores this 
season. Hamish Carson’s blistering performance 
in the NZ 3000m Champs was one. Perhaps more 
impressive, Alex Jordan recorded nothing but 
elite performances – 100m, 200m and 400m. The 
busiest athletes, in terms of covering different 
events, were Harry Burnard, Rupert Watson and 
Ariana Blackwood. Harry participated in 11 different 
events while Rupert and Ariana did eight.

So now we know our section champions, the 
elite performers and the most active, who 
should we crown as our overall champions?

Taking the bronze medal, if indeed there were 
medals is Hamish Carson. Hamish scored 55 
points, securing one elite award and four golds. As 
previously mentioned, his elite performance was 
the 3000m (7:56). The golds came from the 800m 
(1:53), 1500m (3:48), mile (4:11) and 5000m (14:05).

Our silver medal winner is Michael Wray. (Okay, 
now I’m thinking we really should give out 

medals.) Michael achieved seven golds for 70 
points, covering every distance from 800m to 
10000m, including the 3000m Steeples. The 
standout performances were in the Potts and 
Porrit Classics, with a 2:10 800m and a 4:25 1500m. 

That leaves our ultimate club track & field 
champion. And the winner is….. Harry Burnard. 
Harry wasn’t just versatile with his 11 events; he 
was also very good. Six golds, four silvers and a 
bronze gave him 87 points. Harry sprinted in the 
100m, jumped in the Steeples, took on the 400m 
hurdles and ran all of the distance events from 
800m to 10000m. That gave him enough points 
to win but he wasn’t finished; on the 7 February 
Harry jumped 1.50m in the high jump, securing 
a bronze standard.

*Bernie does hold the W60 10000m record and, until 
August 2013, used to hold the 5000m record with her 
2010 performances but the smoothing with the specific 
W59/60/61/62/63 times etc has enabled Bernie to dodge some 
of the blame for those track standards being made tougher.

 

Stephen Day

Another medal for Hamish

800m PB at the Potts Classic of 2:10 for Michael

Harry Burnard – The Summer Champ!
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The English and London running calendar is stacked 
with cross country races over the winter. There are 
several interclub leagues and championship races 
(including County races) to choose from, some of 
which have been going for over 100 years. The cross 
country courses are challenging to say the least. 
Most resemble muddy bogs, and for a flat city they 
are surprising hilly. If the hills and mud don’t get to 
you, racing in near freezing conditions will. It is not 
uncommon wear out several pairs of spikes in a 
single cross country season.

The races are run with passion. Even a small 
city race will have over 300 competitors on a 
narrow starting strip, and although there are 
no distinct starting pens you line up with your 
club. Just before the starting gun each club will 
start chanting, yelling, and clapping as a way of 
psyching themselves up, which seems to help 
because the starts are generally rapid.

This winter, I’m sure much to the surprise of my old 
Scottish team mates, I will have raced 10 cross country 
races over a period of 15 weeks. I run for Serpentine 
RC that is based in central London. Serpentine are part 
of the London Metropolitan league (Met League), 
which involves 22 London clubs. The league consists 
of 5 races over 5 months from October to February. 
Each race is 8 to 9km long for the men and the 
terrain is a mixture of grass fields, hills, and woodlands 
that are often very muddy. Fields of 400 to 600 are 
common in each race. As well as being an intercub 

event, there are individual honours for your best 4 
out of 5 races with prize money for the top 7 overall. 
The competition is fierce and its camaraderie is on 
par with the New Zealand road relay championships. 
Each race is followed by spending 4 to 5 hours in 
a warm pub and then a tube ride home. I did one 
Met League race in 2013 shortly after arriving in 
London and finish 21st. In 2014/15 I did every race 
and finished in the top 7 in each race and 5th overall. 
This wasn’t the result of any extra training, but rather 
having learnt how to cope with running in large fields 
on narrow muddy courses. 

I have also competed in five championship 
races. The English cross country relays that is a 
4 person team raced over 5km on a technical 
course. I ran around the 18th fastest lap time 
overall in 15:20min. The London cross country 
championships raced over 10km on the iconic 
Parliament Hill/Hampstead Heath course where 
I was 2nd out of around 500. The North London 
cross country championships raced over 9km on 
the slopes of Alexander Palace where I was 1st 
out of around 300. The South of England cross 
country championships, that covers everywhere 
south of about Cambridge, was raced over 15km 
on a hilly muddy course in Brighton and I was 
13th out of 870. On the 21st February we have 
English cross country championships raced over 
12km on Parliament Hill. A field of over 3000 is 
expected in the men’s race.

Glenn Hughes

Parliament Hill Fields: Glenn escaping a river of mud

Coming down the hill from Alexander Palace in the 
North London XC
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Lyn Clark

The Jumbo-Holdsworth is a 24 
kilometre mountain race on a course 
in the Tararuas, west of Masterton.
The organisers describe it as “hilly, steep and 
tough and the distance does not truly indicate 
the degree of challenge before you.”

Further, they advise “competitors need to 
be long distance runners with appropriate 
mountain and trail experience, be self-sufficient 
and familiar with the course or a comprehensive 
map of the area. A high level of fitness is 
essential.

The looped section of the course can be tackled 
Jumbo-Holdsworth or Holdsworth-Jumbo, 
according to personal preference.

Don Stevens is a veteran of the race. I however 
was a virgin, only ever having walked the route 
before. Don picked me up at 5:30 am for the 
hour and a half drive to the Holdsworth road 
end. It was going to be a stunner of a day, so we 
were glad of the 8:00 am start. I was anticipating 
finishing in around 5 hours, having walked it in 7 
hours previously.

I am glad to say that 
we both finished, 
taking a somewhat 

longer time than 
Stephen Day, 
who finished the 
24 km course in 
just over 2 hours 
34 mins. Another 

Scottish athlete 
in the results was 

Graeme Lear, who 
ran the less popular 
Holdsworth-Jumbo 

direction in 3:28.

We started with 
a 7.5 km gentle 
uphill run along 
the banks of 
the Atiwhakatu 
stream to the hut, 
at the bottom 

of the infamous “rain gauge” track.  This track is 
not far from vertical for the first 500 metres of 
climb.  However, you pop out of the bush near 
Jumbo Hut, to the most spectacular views over 
the Wairarapa.  Then it was 15 minutes more 
grunt to get to Jumbo peak at around 1,400m, 
and some very encouraging race marshals.  This 
encouragement was welcome, because we 
were already encountering the leading runners 
who were running the course from the other 
direction via Powell Hut and Mt Holdsworth.

There wasn’t a breath of wind, nor any mud 
underfoot.  Not typical Tararua conditions at all.

The next hour was a series of climbs and 
descents along the ridgeline between Jumbo 
and Holdsworth.  I tried to make sure I enjoyed 
the views.  At this time of year, there is also lots 
to see at ground level, with native edelweiss, 
eyebright and daisies in flower. 

I was surprised to reach Powell Hut in 3 hours 
from the start, and appreciated the enthusiastic 
reception from the race marshals, as well as the 
water that was on offer.  The temperature on the 
tops was becoming very hot.

After Powell Hut the track descends through 
forest almost all the way to the finish, so I 
barrelled down as fast as I could in the welcome 
shade.  The new steps between Mountain House 
shelter and Powell Hut came in very handy. 

I had enough left to trot the last 1 km to the 
finish on the flat, spurred on with the knowledge 
that I was going to finish in under 4 hours.  
My final time was 3:53.  I was the 5th veteran 
woman home.

It was blisteringly hot at the finish area in the 
carpark at Holdsworth Lodge, and we needed 
to shelter in the shade.  We enjoyed a delicious 
lunch provided by the event organisers, and 
extra sausages provided by Don went down 
a treat.

Don has written up his account of the event on his 
sausage blog at: http://donssausageblog.blogspot.
co.nz/2015/01/it-is-not-all-beer-and-sausages-
part-ten.html

Jumbo-Holdsworth
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The 2015 NZ Masters Athletics Track & Field National 
Champs were held in Tauranga, one week before the 
ANZ seniors & juniors Championship in Wellington. 

As an aside, I note the 2016 Championships for 
both NZMA and ANZ National Championships are 
in Dunedin. I doubt it is more than just coincidence 
to have the same venue for both master and senior 
nationals. NZMA tend to follow a regional rotation 
with a roughly predictable pattern, while ANZ have 
settled on a two-year awarding system. It will mean 
Dunedin will become the centre of NZ’s athletics 
world for a fortnight, and presumably a dearth of 
available officials elsewhere in the country, as they’ll 
all be down south.

The Tauranga Domain last held a major 
championship in 2012, when it hosted the Oceania 
Masters Track & Field Champs. At that time, the track 
was in great condition. The last three years have not 
been kind. The track was in the news in December 
for failing to live up to its expected life expectancy. 

The Herald article was no exaggeration; the track is 
very hard, with no give, and high-usage areas look 
very worn. 

Nine Scottish athletes made the trip up to the Bay of 
Plenty to compete. Some stayed competing in their 
core events, while others branched out. Conditions 
were very warm, nothing like the first two days of 

NZ Masters 
National Track & Field Champs

Geoff Iremonger strikes gold
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the ANZ champs. Between races, places in the shade 
– where it was still too hot – were at a premium. The 
wind was up, ensuring that us Wellingtonians felt at 
home with a brisk back-straight head wind.

Our first representatives were the walkers, with 
the 3000m track walk on Friday afternoon. Only 13 
entrants in total meant that the five year age-band 
positions were not under threat, so the racing 
was between grades. And of course, race-walking 
always carries the risk of disqualification for failing to 
observe the proper technique. Bob Gardner was the 
first man to finish with 17:36, while Geoff Iremonger 
did well to defeat the M35, almost half his age, to 
finish in 20:41. Daphne Jones took the plaudits as 
the oldest walker, also beating out walkers half her 
age with 21:15.

Marshall Clark, Jonathon Harper and Rupert 
Watson all ran in the 400m. Marshall fought for 
the M55 silver, but had to settle for the bronze 
by one second. His 67.62s put him comfortably 
ahead of fourth. Jonathon ran 69.88s to defeat 
Tasman’s Derek Shaw to the M60 gold. Rupert 
secured the M65 bronze in 72.68s, coming under 
little threat for his podium position with the 
chasers about three seconds back.

Scottish had three M45s in the 5000m. Grant McLean 
and Michael Wray set the early pace alongside 
Canterbury’s Chris Mardon, while Bill Twiss ran more 
conservatively. Just after half way, Chris moved ahead 
and Michael fell back. Chris (M40) won overall in 16:21, 
while Grant was second and took the M45 gold in 
16:36. Michael was third across the line for M45 silver 
in 16:45. Bill’s 17:58 was enough for M45 bronze.

Saturday was very hot. Marshall took on the sprinters 
in the 100m. His battle for the bronze medal was 
against Warren Edlin, the same runner he’d fought 
in the 400m. Warren is a renowned 100m sprinter, 
however, so Marshall’s 15.43s was not quite quick 
enough to earn another medal. Rupert also took up 
the 100m challenge, finishing in 15.32s just 0.33s off 
a podium finish.

Rupert did more than just run, testing his arm with 
the throwers. Firstly in the javelin, where the gold 
and silver medallists were a long way ahead. He won 
a close three-way battle for bronze with 18.91m. In 
the discus, he missed out on the bronze by 60cm, 
throwing 24.40m. Jonathon was also branching out, 
competing in the triple jump, completing a 8.15m 
jump to win M60 gold ahead of visiting Cook Islands 
athlete David Lobb.

Daphne Jones on the charge

Marshall claims 400m bronze

An all-Scottish podium

Rupert: sun-smart runner
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Our middle distance runners all contested the 
1500m in the afternoon. Michael led out a fast 
start in the combined M35-45 race, before Andrew 
Davenport took over. The two finished in that order 
under no threat from the chasing field, giving 
Michael his second silver in 4:30. Grant headed the 
chase for bronze until the finishing straight, where 
the Canterbury duo of Malcolm Cornelius and Ian 
Purvis surpassed his 4:37. Meanwhile, Bill paid the 
price for a slow start and was not able to rescue his 
position, finishing in 4:43.

After their day off, the walkers took on the 10km 
Road Walk. They were granted the luxury of a 7:30am 
start, before the hot sun returned. Bob Gardner won 
the men’s race in 1:04, Geoff Iremonger finished in 
1:13 and Daphne Jones in 1:17.

The 10000m would have been far more enjoyable 
had it been allowed an early start. It kicked off a 
little late at 9:40am and was very warm. Grant led 
the whole race from start to finish, while Michael 
finished second overall a little ahead of Sally Gibbs. In 
the warm humidity, times were not respectable but 
not fast – Grant 35:02, Michael 35:48.

Grant withdrew from the 800m, leaving Bill and 

Michael to contest the M45 grade without him. A 
combined M35-45 race, which included a guest 
senior, suffered from the wind. Michael chased 
Andrew Davenport before being passed by Ian 
Purvis. Under pressure from Malcolm Cornelius, 
Michael unleashed a strong finishing sprint to 
re-pass Ian and claim silver in 2:13. Unfortunately, 
Bill repeated his 1500m experience and finished in 
2:20, 5 seconds behind Malcolm. Jonathon ran a 
very aggressive first lap in the M60-65 800m, chasing 
the accomplished Tasman runner Ian Carter. The 
approach backfired and Jonathon’s legs refused to 
cooperate for lap two and he went from second to 
last, jogging his finish in 3:03.

\Rupert had a 
photo finish in 
the 200m for 
the M65 bronze 
medal, with 0.03s 
separating third 
from fourth and 
0.06s separating 
third from fifth. 
Fortunately for 
our hero, Rupert’s 
chest was the 
first to dip across 
and the medal 
was his. He kept 
himself busy 
throughout 
the Sunday, 
competing in the 
Pentathlon. He 
started his multi-
event contest 
slowly, as his rival 
proved stronger in the long jump and javelin. After a 
virtually identical 200m performance, Rupert closed 
the gap in the discus and finally took the lead and 
gold medal with his 1500m points earned. His final 
total of 2290 is a new Wellington M65 Centre record, 
by 24 points. Funnily enough he almost missed the 
start of that 1500m and had to flee the Wellington 
team photo shoot – just as well!

First male walker, Bob Gardner

Jonathon risks it all for glory
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ANZ Senior and Junior 
National Track & Field Champs

Michael Wray

You can’t beat Wellington on a good 
day; on a bad one it beats you and it 
leaves you beaten. That must be how 
the many out of town athletes must 
have felt about Newtown Park on the 
first two days of the ANZ National 
Track & Field Champs this year. 

The Friday started with some particularly 
testing conditions. Strong winds and torrential 
rain produced conditions more commonly 
associated with the harrier season. 

Alex Jordan ran in the 100m heats. With nine 
senior men, I’m not sure why we needed two 
heats to eliminate one runner. Newtown Park 
has nine 100m lanes. Perhaps it’s an ANZ rule. 
Alex eased his way through to the afternoon 
final, which was contested in a 4.5 tailwind. In 
that final, Kido Harman from Waikato was the 
clear winner and Alex found himself in a photo 
finish for silver. Unfortunately, James Mortimer 
claimed the silver but Alex can take consolation 
in a well-earned bronze. 

The 3000m Walk only featured two men; one 
was our Sean Lake. With the conditions being 
what they were, I don’t know if that makes 
it harder to observe proper race-walking 
technique or if it makes it harder for the judges 
to spot infringements. Either way, it would not 
have been pleasant to be racing what was 
essentially a solo time trial in terrible weather. 
Sean got through it unscathed and was 
rewarded with the silver medal for his efforts.

The 5000m featured the biggest collection of 
Scottish athletes in a single event. Hugo Beamish 
was our highest profile runner and for a long 
while sat in a good position, threatening the 
medal positions. Jake Robertson was of course 
the big dog in the race and seemed to be easing 
his way around before upping the tempo to 
secure the win. Hugo eventually crossed the line 
in fifth. There were good performances from 
Dougal Thorburn (14:58), Chris McIlroy (15:32) 
and Stephen Day (15:48). Malcolm Hodge didn’t 
have his best race, slipping to 16:12 when the 
pace stepped up. Rowan Hooper succumbed to 
a niggle and withdrew before the finish. 

The only other Scottish athlete in action on 
day one was Ariana Blackwood, competing 
in the senior women discus throw. After the 
first round of throws, Ariana was in the bronze 
medal position and stayed there until the half 
way mark, when she was pushed to fifth. By the 
end of the fourth round, Ariana had slipped to 
seventh. A good effort in her final throw brought 
her to her final position of sixth. 

Despite a few showers early on, Saturday started 
brightly and Harry Burnard contested the 3000m 
steeplechase. Jack Beaumont charged out to 
an early lead, coming under no threat for the 

Not Wellington on a good day
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win. Harry battled out the chasing group with 
Michael Du Toit and Cameron Avery. Michael fell 
off the pace and it looked like Harry would take 
silver. Then Cameron put on a surge that Harry 
wasn’t able to match. Once Cameron got away, 
Harry settled down and safely claimed bronze.

Alex Jordan returned from the previous day’s sprints. 
The changing conditions meant that the two 200m 
heats were run in differing conditions; the first 
heat ran into a 2.6 headwind and the second a 2.0 
tailwind. Alex made sure of qualifying by winning 
his heat. In the final, held in rain that got heavier 
with each successive race, Alex went one better 
than the day before, finishing second (behind James 
Mortimer). He also ran in the 4x100m relay, in which 
the Wellington team finished fifth.

Ariana Harper came up against tough competition 
in the 800m. Angela Petty (nee Smits) outran Nikki 
Hamblin to gold. Katherine Marshall was not far 
behind for bronze. Ariana finished in 2:12, a good time 
but some way off either a SB or PB. Ariana also ran in 
the 4x100 relay, where she was joined by club-mate 
Stevie Paine. Only three teams entered, so medals 
were assured. The Wellington team didn’t sit back for 
the easy bronze, finishing 1.6s ahead of Manawatu,. 
Auckland were too strong to oust out of gold.

The long jump world record holder, Mike Powell, was 
in town to compete in the senior men long jump. 
His well-publicised intent was to add the Masters 
M50 world record to his senior record. On making 
enquiries, we found that Mike was not a member 
of World Masters Athletics. This is a requirement 
for claiming masters records. While registration is 
understandable for regional or national records, to 
prevent ineligible claims within a territory, you’d think 
a world record would still be eligible. Fortunately 
Wellington Masters came to the rescue; we signed 
him up and put him in a Wellington Masters singlet! 
Unfortunately, a niggle that Mike has been nursing 
put paid to any attempt. We spent a fair bit of time 
together on the Sunday and I think his injury was such 
that he knew all week he’d struggle to jump. Oh well.

The other Saturday race to feature Scottish athletes 
was not free of controversy. Hamish Carson, the 
defending 1500m champ, was involved with some 
jostling on the back straight in the final lap. The 
outcome was a disqualification. It was overturned 
on appeal after reviewing video footage of the race 

supplied by NZ Run, a decision that looked justified 
- the contact looked innocuous and was of no 
consequence to the outcome. Matthew Gibbons 
also ran in the heat but found himself off the back 
in 4:17.

Sunday morning served up the weather everyone 
had been hoping for all along. Away from the 
stadium, Sean Lake competed in the 20km Race 
Walk. He was some way behind Graeme Jones and 
Mike Parker, but came away with bronze.

The 1500m Final on Sunday was a 
disappointment for Hamish. It’s almost certain 
that the removal of four wisdom teeth a few 
days earlier had an impact and definitely 
wouldn’t have helped with being in the zone 
mentally. Nick Willis took control of the race with 
300m to go and moved a long way ahead of 
everyone else. In the rush for the minor medals, 
Hamish lost out in the final sprints to both Julian 
Matthews and Tim Cornish. 

In the women’s 1500m, Nikki Hamblin and 
Angela Petty renewed their rivalry. This time, 
Nikki dominated and the challenge came from 
Camiile Buscomb and Rosa Flanagan. Tina Harris, 
Nicole Mitchell and Stevie Paine all ran in a group 
with Emily Roughan. Tina made a break in the 
penultimate lap, running 4:35. Nicole then took 
advantage of a fading Stevie, the two finishing in 
4:40 and 4:45. All three Scottish women reunited 
for the 4x400m relay. Auckland is the home of SW 
400m runners at the moment and they entered 
two teams, who both ran at the front the whole 
race. Our three distance and middle-distance 
runners put up a good fight, coming close to 
bronze and taking a creditable fourth.

Nick Willis fails his P-Team audition by wasting his beer
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Waking at 6.30 we found out that the 
Motatapu events were going ahead 
– a 4.30am email confirmed that, 
in spite of the heavy rain, the races 
would be going ahead.
The group of us who were staying together 
(including Rohan, Alasdair and myself from 
Scottish) set off on the buses at 8.30 from the 
finish at Arrowtown to the startline. The initial 
excitement of running for 42kms through the 
Motatapu station – from near Glendhu Bay near 
Wanaka through to Arrowtown – was being 
overtaken by the dawning realisation that we 
were being driven into the middle of nowhere 
on a cold and wet day and then having to run 
home.

2015 saw the 11th running of the Motatapu. 
Initially starting as a 50k mountain bike (from 
Glendhu Bay) and an off-road marathon, it now 
has five events – those two, the 51km adventure 
run, a triathlon starting in Lake Wanaka, 
following the mountain bike course and then 
running through the fifth event, the Miners Trail 
15km off-road run. We were assured that this 
was the first time the race had seen rain. Our 
training had been for 42ks in 25 degree heat on 
a hard and fast 4-wheel drive track – not in calm, 
cool drizzle on a mud-soaked course.

Rather than make us stand around in the cold 
and drizzle, the marathon started a few minutes 
early. Alasdair and Rohan self-seeded at the 
front, while I put myself in the middle of the 
4:00-4:30 group. The course started with a short 
downhill to warm up before settling into the first 
big climb (I won’t describe the climbs/drops – 
instead you can check out the profile atwww.

strava.com/activities/264579670). It was obvious 
from the start that the track was going to be 
hard work – the mountain bikers had started 
two hours previously and had churned up the 
top of the four-wheel drive track. I settled into a 
rhythm of finding the line with the best traction 
– often on the side of the track.

The big worry from the heavy overnight rain was 
the river crossings – the course has about 20 in 
total (spread on both sides of the hill). The first 
crossing came about 15km in – the cold hitting 
my feet, Achilles and legs was a real shock. The 
great thing was the nagging ache in my Achilles 
that had been building up was completely 
numbed and I never felt it again. The course was 

If it looks steep, it’s because it is steep

Muddy Motatapu 
Marathon Madness

Karl Woodhead
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hard with the mud up to about 18km, at which 
point lay a solitary pair of gloves, which had 
been thrown down by Alasdair in anger at the 
unrelenting mud.

For this year’s running the organisers started the 
mountain bikers two hour before the runners, 
instead of after the runners. The bikers should 
be well clear of the runners, with no jostling for 
space, especially on the tight downhill over the 
last 12ks. The muddy track meant things were 
different. It was only a few km in before we 
started catching up with the slower mountain 
bikers – many of whom struggled with the 
technical nature of the muddy course, which 
made for crowded trails later on.

Just past 18km the course turns a corner, 
opening up into a big wide valley with the track 
improving markedly underfoot. The next 10k was 
a steady climb up to the highest point – 875m 
above sea level. It’s beautiful countryside, with 
great views all around (those who follow me on 
Facebook will know I stopped to take a lot of 
photos!).

The course starts its descent into Arrowtown at 
30km. This section is a mix of steady downhill 
and very steep downhill punctuated by short 
sharp rises, and the very occasional flat section.  
I passed one runner and two mountain bikers 
receiving medical aid – a lesson in the technical 
nature of downhill running and riding.

My race strategy had been to struggle through 

to 30km before nailing the downhill. I managed 
to execute the first half of my plan even better 
than expected, really struggling to 30km. With 
the finish line nearing, I found my second wind 
at about 38km. We ran past a sign at 39km 
saying “Mountain bikers 1k to go, runners 3k to 
go”. With the end in sight I was surprised to be 
told at 40km that we were finished.

The heavy rain that had hit overnight hadn’t 
stopped the running of the event. However, it 
meant that the river coming into Arrowtown 
rose raise quickly and strongly. The last 2ks 
should involve crossing the river about six times 
– however, there were no longer any sides in 
the valley to cross! Rather than make us swim 
the last 2ks, we finished at 40ks before starting 
a complicated 2k walk across a small bridge, 
up a steep zig-zag single track and then down 
a single track trail. We still had to cross the 
official finish line, meaning a final time about 45 
minutes later than the official “High river finish 
time” at 40ks.

My final 40km time of 4hrs30 was about 15 
minutes slower than I was hoping for. Alasdair 
ran well for third male (fourth overall as Dunedin 
police officer Mel Aitken crossed the line first). 
Rohan was an angry fifth (the fourth place-getter 
happily saying to him on the final 2mk walk “I’m 
glad that finished there, there’s no way I would 
have held on to 4th otherwise!”).

The Motatapu is a great, fun event. Normally in a 
dry year the course would mostly run like a road 
– hard and fast. It’s a great off-road run that can 
be run the whole way (compared with an event 
like The Goat). Finally, the feeling at the end of 
being with hundreds of other people who are all 
elated at achieving something special is always 
the icing on the cake of running a marathon.

Always time for a selfie!
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WALKERS
John Leonard

Wellington has seen a well-attended summer 
competition on the track, which included many 
Scottish Walkers.  The highlight was the Capital 
Classic on 23 January when Quentin Rew lined up 
alongside 14 other walkers and blitzed the field by 
finishing the 3,000m race in 11:15:20 breaking the 
New Zealand men’s record. 

Earlier in the season Quentin and Alana spent a 
morning at Newtown Park undertaking a coaching 
session mainly aimed at Scottish runners that were 
interested in trying racewalking.  They learned that 
apart from the racewalking technique, training for 
racewalking is very similar to training for running. 
Then, the runners, Quentin, Alana and 15 other 
racewalkers competed in a 3,000m judged race.

Records broken during the season included Daphne 
Jones, Sean Lake and Jaqueline Wilson, who broke 
Wellington Masters records at the Wellington 
Centre Championships held on 14 February. The 
championship winners were Peter Baillie and Terri 
Grimmett. 

A racewalking judging course was held by Tony 
Sargisson on 24 January.  Tony’s presentation was 
attended by 10 people including 3 who sat and 
passed their C grade judges exam. 

Other interesting things happened during the 
season included Terri Grimmett running the steeple 
chase at Newtown Park, and Bob Gardner’s 60th 
birthday party.  This was held on a very windy 
Saturday in November.  Several walkers prepared 

for the afternoon party by attending the Central 
Regional League meeting at Newtown Park on 
the same day.  The 3,000m race was won by John 
Leonard in the absence of Bob, Sean, and Peter.

At the National Track & Field Champs, held in 
Wellington in early March, Sean Lake endured 
torrential rain and strong winds to finish second in 
the 3000m walk.

All in all a good summer season for Wellington and 
Scottish walkers.

SENIOR MEN
Stephen Day

Possibly the highlight of the summer for our club 
comprised mostly of distance runners was the 
blazing sprinting of Alex Jordan, picking up medals 
in the 100 and 200 metre races at the National Track 
and Field Championships. 

The sprinters and field athletes in our club get 
very little team support or recognition compared 
to some of our great distance runners, so it is 
opportune to pause to acknowledge two individual 
national medals for Alex - a guy who has been 

Team Updates

Role reversal

Bob Gardner’s 60th birthday party

Is Sean lifting? This is lifting, right?

Team Updates
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a dedicated 
Scottish team 
member even 
though we 
are not a club 
people associate 
with sprinting.  

Nick Horspool 
kicked the 
summer off with 
a spectacular 
performance at 
the Auckland 

Marathon, running through the field to pick up 
second place with a massive improvement on his 
person best. His time of 2:28 qualified him for the 
prestigious Lake Biwa marathon in Japan in March 
where he improved further to run 2:24; currently the 
fastest time by a New Zealander in 2015.

The other big road race for many Scottish 
runners was that one that involves 14,000 other 
Wellingtonians - the Round the Bays. There Tim 
Hodge beat out three other Scottish runners, Dougal 
Thorburn, Chris McIlroy and Evan Cooper to win his 
third Round the Bays title, while I picked up the win 
in the half marathon.

On the track Chris McIlroy won the Wellington 5000 
metre title from a fast finishing Malcolm Hodge. 
A large number of Scottish athletes took part in 
the Night of Miles, which Hamish Carson won 
comfortably. Perhaps more notably, many blokes 
took their chance to give the 100m dash a go. 
Arron McDonald was the clear star until he pulled 
a hammy seventy metres in, relinquishing his title 
hopes to Tony Wolken.

The Capital Classic saw several good performances 
including Hamish Carson winning the national 
3000m title in a meet record time, and new club 
member Matt Gibbons dipping under 9 minutes in 
the 3000m for the first time.

Off the road Huw Crosweller, Dan Hunt and Rees 
Buck all ran ultramarathons at Tarawera, Dougal 
Thorburn and I travelled to the Wairarapa where he 
won the a Hooper Loop and I was second in the 
Jumbo Holdsworth mountain run. Karl Woodhead, 
Alasdair Saunders and Rohan Biggs undertook 
the Motutapu Off-Road Marathon in Wanaka (see 
around the tracks for Karl’s report).

With summer nights shortening we now turn our 
attention to our centenary season. I know many of 
the senior men will put on a display of camaraderie 
and team spirit as our contribution to celebrating 
our 100th birthday. 

JUNIOR MEN
Harry Burnard

The summer season of track has been an 
excellent one with many outstanding results and 
improvements for many of our junior men. The 
summer began in late 2014 with the first few Black 
and Gold programmes, which showed off some 
impressive early season times. Notably, a quick 56.10 
400m from Connor Davidson in mid-November and 

a fast 4:36 Mile for 
Faiyeung Szeto at 
the night of miles. 

The quick times 
continued to 
drop throughout 
the season with 
Harry and Robbie 
Delaney closing 
in on a couple of 
sub 9:10 times for 
their 3000m in the 
beginning of the 
2015 season. With 
these times the 
signs are looking 
good for Track 
nationals coming 
up in early March; 
hopefully we will be 

Team Updates

Malcolm Hodge races nationals

Chris wins the 5000m

Faiyeung completes his mile
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graced with some good racing and maybe a few 
medals to boot. 

The JM team has shown itself to be a talented 
bunch; we hope that this will give us some great 
results in the coming winter season. Personally I am 
very much looking forward to what this team can 
create in the future

JUNIOR MASTERS MEN (40-49)
Michael Wray

As always the masters men kept themselves busy 
during track and field season. Michael Wray and 
Bill Twiss went to Hastings and competed in very 
windy conditions at the North Island Masters Track 
& Field Champs, producing what were season best 
performances at the time.

Grant secured the Wellington Centre 5000m title, a 
comfortable half lap ahead of Michael. And for the 
other distances, Bill was everywhere, contesting and 
winning the Wellington Masters Champs for both 
the 3000m and 10000m. Just for good measure, 
Bill ticked off the Centre 800m and 1500m too, 

while Michael limited 
himself to a tentative 
attempt at the 
Steeplechase (much to 
the amusement of the 
onlookers). 

As reported elsewhere 
in this issue, Bill, 
Michael and Grant 
were among the 
masters to compete in 
Tauranga at Nationals.

In-between times, Michael joined the Classics tour 
and ran with the youngsters at the Potts, Cooks, 
Capital and Porritt Classics. He also claimed a rare 
and unexpected scalp by finishing ahead of James 
Richardson in the elite mile at the Night of Miles. 

Charlie Crighton eschewed the burn of racing 
short track events. Instead he thrashed out the 
60km Kepler Mountain Challenge, finishing in 7:33. 
Similarly, Karl Woodhead joined Rohan and Alasdair 
at the Motatapu Marathon where bad weather 
shortened the course. 

We had some of our number at Round the Bays. 
Joseph Bulbulia and Brendon Thompson both 
completed the half marathon in the low 1:20s, while 
Matyas James and Danie Mars were only a little 
behind in the 1:30s. Paul Harford can expect an offer 
of a pace-running spot next year, running precisely 
1:40:00, while Bruce Lake continues his fourteenth 
come-back of the year with a creditable 1:46. In 
the 10km, Paul Brydges was conceding his son the 

family bragging rights.

There’s not a lot else 
to report, other than 
bidding adieu to 
sprinter Gavin White 
and wishing him well 
in Australia. And the 
word on the street is 
that a certain T Stevens 
is back, pounding out 
Makaras and showing 
all the signs of being 
ready for a fast season. 

MATURE MASTERS MEN (50+)
It would seem most of the more mature masters 
men took advantage of the summer months to 
enter a period of inverted hibernation. Ken Howell 
has given in to his aches and pains, throwing in the 
towel to swap spikes for cleats. He follows the trend 
set by several of the senior men team of 2013 and is 
now a full-time cyclist. We have exercised our rights 
to exert permanent ownership on a past president 
by granting him life membership; hopefully that will 
keep him among our ranks, even if only for social 
occasions.

The main exceptions to the summer of ‘no excess’ 

Team Updates

Connor Davidson 

Entertainment for the crowd

Brendon at the Night of 
Miles
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are Jonathon Harper, his new charge Marshall Clark 
and the versatile Rupert Watson. All three have 
been regular visitors to the track, actually getting 
out on the red stuff for bursts of frenetic exercise. 
Rupert even visited the green stuff and exercised his 
arms, throwing heavy things. Their rewards were a 
collection of medals at the NZMA Championships, 
covered in later pages. 

Another exception 
was Michael 
Browne, who has 
sensibly managed 
to experience 
three consecutive 
summers by timing 
his sabbatical to 
England just right. 
Paul Rodway risked 
showing his hand to 
the handicapper by 
finishing 3M60 in the 
half marathon Round 
the Bays.

Graeme Lear was 
spotted running the 
Jumbo-Holdsworth 
and winning the 
M60 division of the 
Round the Bays Half. 
Similarly, James Turner 
squeezed in a Round 
the Bays half marathon 
in 1:24-between 
splashing & dashing 
his way through 
triathlons.

SENIOR 
WOMEN
Amanda Broughton

I joined Scottish six months in to my journey with 
running after being taken on a long run around the 
Bays by Hinano and Mandy. They chatted with me, 
encouraged me and pushed me through those last 
few kilometres until I’d clocked up my longest run 
ever. I felt so proud of what I had achieved with their 
help, and I knew this was the club for me.

The support I have had from the Scottish women 
even before I joined the club has meant that I 
achieved things with my running that I never 
thought possible. A year ago I cut a large ‘9-0’ out of 
cardboard and stuck it to my bedroom wall, it was 
amazing to be able to take that seemingly lofty goal 
off the wall after running a half marathon under 90 
minutes last year (with the help of another Scottish 
runner pacing, the ever smiling Chandima).

We’re lucky to have such a large community of 
runners in Wellington who train with us, coach and 
encourage us, compete with us and volunteer at 
events. It’s great to be able to run alongside your role 
models, men and women who are achieving at high 
levels with their sport; they’re running and training 
on the same roads and trails as you. Seeing Tina 
Harris fly around the track or Trish Sloane power past 
me up a steep hill gives me a real boost and reminds 
me why I want to keep running and keep setting 
myself new goals.

A number of the senior women took up the challenge 
of track and field competition over summer. Tina Harris, 
Ariana Harper and Stevie Paine were amongst the 
busiest and most accomplished. Each could be seen 
running in several of the classics around the North 
Island, preparing for the ANZ Champs in March.

Ariana ran good 400m 
and 800m times, while 
dipping her toes into 
the 100m and 1500m 
distances, getting 
used to racing such 
quality competition 
as Angie Petty and 
Nikki Hamblin. Tina 
also came up against 
those two regularly, 
racing from 1500m up, 
including her first ever 
5000m on track. Tina 
ran particularly well in 

the ANZ 3000m Champs at Capital Classic recording 
9:47, her fastest time for several years. In terms of 
distances covered, Stevie linked Ariana and Tina – 
running from 200m to 1500m. It was a common 
sight to have Tina, Stevie and Nicole Mitchell running 
very close together around the track.

Team Updates

Richard Brent at Centre 
Champs

Michael Browne completes 
the 1500m

Ariana and Stevie racing 
together was a common 
sight
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Ariana Blackwood 
competed across 
a wide range of 
events, not letting a 
skateboard-and-dog 
versus lamppost 
incident affect her too 
much – although the 
throwing events at the 
second round of the 
regional league were 
reportedly a challenge. 

We also saw Kate 
Grinlinton, Emily Solsberg and Ange Penberthy at 
track events, particularly at the Night of Miles.

Congratulations to new Ironman Sierra Ryland, who 
completed the course in 10:27. 

I look forward to meeting the new members 
that come on board and hope that I can be as 
welcoming and supportive as all of you that have 
helped me over the past two years.

Enjoy your last few long runs when you don’t need 
gloves and a beanie (and a thermal and extra socks), 
take time to rest and recover and I hope to see you 
all at the next event.

JUNIOR WOMEN  
With the graduation of Stevie Paine, Ariana Harper 
and Cassie Sutherland to the ranks of the senior 
women, Ellen Van Looy becomes our de facto 
junior women squad. Ellen was certainly the only 
one to contest any races over summer, so far as we 
are aware. On track, she raced a 400m and at the 
Regional League second round a 1500m. Elsewhere 
she made up one quarter of a Tawera Ultra Relay 
team and finished as second woman overall in the 
Hooper Looper 12km mountain race put on as part 
of the Jumbo Holdsworth Trail races.

MASTERS WOMEN
Michele Allison and Bernie Portenski both competed 
at the NZ Ironman Champs in Taupo, where both 
took out age group prizes. I think they both have 
Kona on their agenda now, having qualified for the 
iconic event in Hawaii alongside former Scottish 
athlete Natalie Gaskin.

Mandy Simpson 
joined the runners that 
gave the 3000m Track 
Walk a go under the 
tutelage of Quentin 
Rew. Like most of her 
running brethren, 
Mandy found it a lot 
more difficult than it 
seems. She finished 
near the back and 
was technically 
disqualified, but still 
did a lot better than 
a robotic looking 
Stephen Day in the 
event.

Rachael Cunningham won her age group in the 
Lake Wanaka challenge, completing the half iron 
man distance event in 5:20.

Some of us competed at Centre Champs and night 
of miles, notably Anne Hare. Jenny Mason and Helen 
Willis.

Bev Hodge amused 
onlookers with 
her Steeplechase 
efforts at Newtown, 
somehow evading 
a disqualification 
despite running 
around the water 
jump in her first lap 
and illegally using 
a foothold on the 
wrong side of the 
water jump at least 
once in subsequent 
laps!

Team Updates

Another regular matchup: 
Tina, Stevie and Nicole

Ms Claus runs a mile

Jenny Mason

Regional league 1500m
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J TEAM 
For many in the J Team, it was a peaceful summer 
with most resting up or enjoying other sports. 

A handful did get down to track for the Night of 
Miles. Echelon Topp, Matthew Wallis, Daniel Wallis 
and MacIntyre Stevens all enjoyed themselves in 
various events.

Tait Keller, Archer Page, Joe Wyles.  Emmilyn Stevens 
and Scarlett Anderon were also in action at the 
Junior Interclub.

Team Updates

Emmilyn dips for the line
Tait Keller at Junior Interclub 

Matthew Wallis
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Jonathan Harper

Coaching 
Young Athletes

Jonathon is our J TEAM coordinator, 
and he also coaches his FLYING 
SQUAD of talented primary school 
cross-country runners. In a former 
life, he was a primary school teacher 
(mostly year threes) and taught in 
Wainuiomata, Otara, Pakuranga, 
Motueka and London schools.

It has been a few years now since I took on the 
J Team role and I am about to start my third 
season with my Flying Squad. I remember 
thinking when I first took on the Flying Squad 
wondering if I was going to be up to coaching 
these very good young runners. However, I 
found I could keep up with the best of them, 
although some of the young parents found it 
difficult. I ended up feeling embarrassed that 
the parents thought I was highly professional – I 
certainly was not to begin with. The numbers 
steadily increased from half a dozen to two 
dozen at the height of the last cross- country 
season. Then quite a few started winning races 
and smiling as they did so, and I could relax a 
little…A nice group ethos and spirit with the 
kids and parents (who often join in) developed; 
so I started really looking forward to our sessions 
together.

My ideas are under constant scrutiny and 
change as I come across new information. We 
need to think about what might be in the best 
long term interests of our kids and the various 
disciplines of running.

I think there are three central aspects: 
enjoyment, safety (including injury prevention) 
and skills. As Don has often observed, the kids 
who win races today may not even be running 
in a few years. Sometimes as they grow, their 
bodies can change, so your great two km 
cross-country champion may turn into a 400m 
hurdler - as I saw happen to one girl…or even 
a good discus thrower, football (soccer) player 
– as two top Colgates champions became, or 
maybe cricketer…Athletics should have a higher 
proportion of the kids involved in sport in my 
opinion, and the drop off rate for all sports after 
leaving school is appalling.

Too many adults are inactive and becoming unfit 
and obese. Then they become an unnecessary 
burden on our health services as a result. So I 
focus on making sure the kids have a great time 
with my two groups, and get the opportunity to 
try out a bit of jumping and throwing as well as 
running. I hope that even if they give up running 
later, they will look back fondly on our escapades 
running through the stream, climbing up 
waterfalls, playing Frisbee Bullrush (as invented 
by Hamish Carson), finding the orienteering 
cones or “hare” beyond the false trails, and 
climbing up the steep bank before sprinting 
across the field in a relay team…

I think that when kids win a medal or make 
a big improvement, it should be celebrated. 
Medals and certificates can be hung up 
in their bedrooms after a week or so on 
the family noticeboard. There are so many 
opportunities these days from the mud 

Warming up before a race
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challenge at Wainuomata to the Inter-provincial 
cross-country champs; so everyone can do 
well somewhere. As they grow, their times 
naturally get faster regardless, so that is always 
encouraging.

As to safety, children and parents have to feel 
safe and confident with the activities and 
approach taken by a coach/coordinator. I 
have learnt that even with a great group of fit 
kids, occasionally I have had to brush off my 
schoolteacher skills and ensure they follow our 
ethos of always respecting other runners. I have 
followed the J Team tradition and obtained my 
first aid certificate.

Ann Hare has been an influence of late in my 
thinking. She feels that while children are young, it 
is most important that they focus on learning how 
to run efficiently, get into good habits (like warm-
ups), make sure their muscles are developing 
evenly, and for them to know how to do some 
basic drills. None of this needs to be intense or 
involve long runs. There will be plenty of time 
for that later. There is a strong consensus among 
coaches that maximal speed is something that 
should be worked on with young athletes. That’s 
where relays come in. They do short bursts as fast 
as they can but in a game situation. I also work on 
coordination with skipping, weaving around cones, 
balancing challenges, chasing games, etc.

Since completing the IAAF level two coaches 
course recently, I have become aware that as 
they are growing, children should not specialise 
in running. It is important to develop all their 
muscle groups and skills; so that should include 
throwing and jumping sports. Too much of one 
sport can lead to over-use injuries in young 
children. Besides checking they have not been 
injured or sick, I start each session by asking 
what activities they have had the day before. On 
one occasion, on the day before a race, one of 
my top runners had “just been doing some spin 
cycle” on a cycling machine in a gym. It turned 
out the spin cycle session consisted of a number 
of very hard bursts at high effort – what we call 
a high intensity workout. It was no wonder he 
couldn’t race as fast as usual the next day. When 
I make suggestions for a couple of training runs 
during the week for my young charges, I first 
check if and where the sessions might best fit in 
with all the other activities.

So this all means children are usually not really 
peaked for any important races; rather their long-
term development is the goal. There are periods 
where they quite suddenly develop speed, stamina 
or strength, as those elements of physiology 
develop. Such sudden improvements are not 
therefore usually the result of their training.

Finishing a cross country race in Grenada North with the Phil Costley aeroplane move
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A few tips from Jonathon for parents of 
young athletes:

• Add up how many hours of hard activity your 
child does each week. That includes informal 
school games, team practices, ballet, dance 
classes, playing any sport games, running etc. 
According to the U.S. national centre for Sports 
safety, this total should not exceed 20 hours. 
NZ Commonwealth Games sports doctor 
Graham Paterson said last year that “when the 
total gets to 16 hours per week, the rate [of 
injuries] skyrockets.” He mentioned the ball 
and socket hip joint and shoulder as being 
particularly vulnerable to permanent harm: too 
much cricket bowling and tennis serving (arm) 
and soccer (hip) are often the cause. He also 
expressed concern about head injuries in rugby.

• Always ask regarding each sport or activity, “Did 
you enjoy that?” If not, what is the point long term?

• Be on the lookout for signs of over-training or 
over-exertion. The following may be the result: 
constant coughs and flu, losing enthusiasm for 
sport, times getting slower, just feeling stale. There 
is no hurry to get good; many elite athletes did 
not really start in their sport until in their teenage 
years. If you suspect over-training, back off, have 
some kind of holiday, or do something else for a 
week. No child should have to turn up every week 
for too long for any one sport. There must be an 
off-season for everything. Elite athletes have them. 
David Rudisha set the world 800m record at the 
London Olympics in 2012. I read that not so long 
before that his coach (brother Colm O’Connell) 
made him take ten months off running because 
of a knee injury, and he had another six months off 
later on…There are many more similar examples 
from world champions.

• Always notice and be positive about any success 
or improvement. I think any medal should be a 
cause for celebration and proud display. If there 
are no medals, there will be certificates.

• Keep the communication open by active 
listening, being positive more often than 
negative and not being too judgmental. Find 
out what went on at that training session.

• Think about how your child might regard 
running and just keeping fit in 10 years.
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You will see below some examples of our 
awesome specials.  Don’t hesitate to flick us an 
email on Rolysmith@hotmail.com or a ring on 
04 2329861 to ask about shoes and the latest 
models or any other running gear.

Just remember our location is only 10 minutes 
from the city centre and there are hundreds of 
free car parks here. It’s quick, easy and can even 

be achieved in your lunch break.  Also check us 
out on facebook, which shows the latest new 
stock and also another way to ask questions.  
Always remember if we don’t have it in stock 
we will always try and get it for you.  Our aim 
is to make your life easy to the point where an 
email can have the shoes sitting at your door.

Another very successful Round the Bays and it seems like there’s more 
entered every year. Amazing results in participation and getting the whole 
family atmosphere.  We are glad to be a sponsor and to be involved once 
again now going into our 3rd year.

Karen’s Corner

Brooks Adrenaline women’s road shoe 
now $225

Brooks Adrenaline men’s road shoe 
now $225

Asics Kurow men’s neutral running shoe 
RRP  $250 now $159

Mix Undo Inspire men’s and women’s road shoe RRP 
$240 now $168

Mizuno Cabraken men’s and women’s off road shoe 
RRP $240 now $155

Mizuno Wave Rider men’s and women’s   

RRP $200 now $168

Asics Trabuco men’s and women’s off-road shoe.  

RRP $220 now $159
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Hamish Carson wins the NZ 3000m Champs in 7:56.19
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Events throughout the year:

• Tuesday 10 March (evening): the 
Club’s AGM was held at Hotel Bristol 
- right next door to where the Club’s 
foundation meeting was held 100 years 
ago at 125 Cuba Street

• Saturday 18 April the Club’s 
traditional Island Bay race - Le Gaye 
sealed handicap race over 3 miles – will 
start from Cliff House, the venue of the 
Club’s first run in 1915. 

• Friday 29 May (evening):  social 
gathering for all past and present 
members at the Clubhouse

• Saturday 30 May (afternoon):  
Meeting at St Mark’s Church for the 
Club’s oldest race:  the Ballantyne 
Memorial Cup.  The 3 lap course around 
Lower Hutt’s stopbanks will total 7.5km, 
with everyone being encouraged to 
walk / jog at least one 2.5km lap!

• Saturday 30 May (evening):  
Centenary dinner, to be held at 
Wellington College

• Sunday 31 May (morning):  “Recovery” 
runs from the Clubhouse

• Sunday 31 May (midday):  Lunch, 
photos, storytelling and socialising

• 2 – 4 October:  Club Away Trip to the 
Akaroa Relay (NZ road relay champs, 
and 75th anniversary of the relay)

• Sunday 11 October:  100 x 1 mile 
relay, Newtown Park

• November:  Club prize giving

2015 marks 100 years for Scottish!  
We are planning a year of activities and celebrations.  


